DMV INSERTERS

Is it difficult for you to get your contacts inserted or taken out? Don't you wish there was something that would make it easier?
There is! DMV Corporation has an entire line of products that take the frustration out of the handling of your contact lenses: such as the
DMV® Ultra™, the DMV® Classic™, the DMV® SLH™,

Hybrid Lens Inserting Tool
The DMV® Vented Scleral Cup™ is an aid for INSERTION of hybrid
contact lenses. Hybrid lenses are made of a gas permeable center
optical area surrounded by a soft comfort skirt.
The DMV® Vented Scleral Cup™ helps the wearer guide the hybrid lens
straight onto the eye in a stable manner thus avoiding dropping the
lens from their finger. This tool is NOT USED FOR REMOVAL of hybrid
lenses.

Gas Permeable Products
The DMV® Ultra™ removes and Inserts Gas Permeable and Hard lenses
by use of a small suction cup on a handle. This is the most popular of
our GP products.

The DMV® 45™ was developed to improve viewing of the eye while
removing and inserting GP lenses. The handle is angled at 45 degrees
for better viewing.

People with low vision find it easy to insert their lenses with an
illuminated inserter. The DMV® Luma-Serter™ was designed with those
people in mind. The Luma-Serter is attached to a penlight and a beam
of light guides the lens to the eye.

The DMV® Classic™ is an excellent choice for Ortho-K lenses.

With the DMV® Ultra™, Insertion and removal are done fairly in line
with the line of sight.

With the DMV® 45™, Insertion and removal are done at 45 degree
angle with the fingers out of the line of sight.

The DMV® MagicTouch™ has a vent all the way through the handle
that allows the user to turn its holding capacity "on and off" by
squeezing the handle. The MagicTouch can be used for both insertion
and removal of gas permeable contact lenses. Because its suction can
be turned "on and off," the product is "stick-proof" - cannot get stuck
to the eye.

